
SAF LOK Mk4 handcuffs

SAF LOK mK4 hAndcuFFS>
Designed for outstanding security and safety

• Keyless fitting and double-locking (cannot be 
tightened or loosened once set)

• Linkless chain (not welded but cast as a 
complete chain)

• One-piece stainless steel cast body 
construction

• Long service life and lower through life costs 

• Multi-pinned lock mechanism.

www.thalesgroup.com.au

SAF LOK Mk4 handcuffs have been developed by 
Thales Australia to conform to the stringent design 
parameters of the law enforcement community. 
SAF LOK Mk4 handcuffs are manufactured at our 
Lithgow light engineering facility and are currently in 
service with Australian law enforcement agencies. 
SAF LOK Mk4 handcuffs are the preferred choice 
of law enforcement agencies due to their ease of 
use and the superior security and safety that they 
offer to the user.
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Strong
Every law enforcement officer needs 
a set of handcuffs whose design is 
optimised to deal effectively with all 
law enforcement situations. One-piece 
casting of cheek plates, locking arms, 
swivels and links provide a stronger 
handcuff than models with laminated 
plates, rivets and welds. The body and 
handcuff arm are manufactured in 
stainless steel, as one unit. The swivel 
and links are also manufactured in 
stainless steel, as one unit. The cuffs 
are tensile tested to NIJ international 
standards.

Long Life
High quality long-life equipment 
represents security for the officer 
and value for the purchasing agency. 
Money saved by purchasing long-life 
equipment can be used to meet other 
priorities. Using one-piece casting 
techniques during manufacture instead 
of pressed steel, ensures long life of 
the handcuffs.

A combination of unique design and the 
selective use of materials gives the SAF 
LOK handcuff an enviable reputation 
for long life.  Many of the original cuffs 
manufactured in the 1960s are still in 
daily service with the police forces.
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Easy to use
SAF LOK Mk4 handcuffs are simple to 
fit and double-lock. The smooth ratchet 
action ensures that the handcuffs can 
be applied to large and small wrists 
with minimum effort.

Officers can apply the handcuffs easily 
and quickly in any conditions. Double 
locking is achieved by fingertip and 
does not require a key. This allows 
control of the subject without loss of 
momentum.

In stressful tactical situations, the 
law enforcement officer is free to 
concentrate on the rest of the mission 
as soon as the cuffs have been applied. 
The user friendly locking system also 
enables the officer to reset the cuffs 
quickly for reuse.

Secure
The cuff has a unique tumbler lock that 
is more resilient to tampering than 
other cuffs on the market.   

The link design ensures that links 
cannot be worked against each other 
in such away as to break the chain 
or cause self-injury. Unique keys offer 
improved pick resistance. 


